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Cost Control for Marketing Operations —
Order Filling
report completes
THIS
with cost control for

publication of findings in the N.A.C.A. research study dealing
marketing operations. Two earlier reports ( "Cost Control for
Marketing Operations — General Considerations," and "Cost Control for Marketing Operations —Order Getting ") were devoted to basic accounting techniques for aiding management in controlling marketing costs and to the application of these techniques to
costs of order - getting functions such as advertising, sales promotion, and selling. The
present report describes practice in applying to order - filling costs the accounting control
techniques which the first report presented in general terms. Company practices reported
here are drawn from the same group of 42 field interviews which supplied the basis for
the two preceding reports.

Introduction
for filling customers' orders usually constitute a substantial
of marketing costs for companies which themselves perform
warehousing and transportation functions. Other order- filling operations
such as processing of papers and records related to customers' orders may be
the source of costs important in terms of total money spent even though these
costs are small relative to total sales dollars. Control over costs of order filling functions in marketing is, for many companies, essential in order that
sufficient gross margin may remain to provide an adequate profit.
The term order - filling is used in this report to designate costs incurred
for executing the sales order. Typical marketing activities classified as order filling are warehousing and shipping finished goods, transporting goods to
customers, and processing papers and records related to sales orders. Order filling costs have the following characteristics in common which influence
accounting methods used to aid management in controlling these costs.

C portion

osTS INCURRED

1. A substantial portion of the order - filling costs usually tends to vary
in total amount with sales orders or shipments. In general, the cause
and effect relationship runs from sales to costs rather than in the
opposite direction as it does with order - getting costs. This makes it
possible to use flexible budgets based upon appropriate measures of
activity to aid in controlling costs of most order - filling functions.
2. Physical handling of goods and repetitive clerical operations predominate in most order - filling activities. Under such conditions,
physical standards expressed in man -hours and other physical units
can be established as the basis for cost control. In this respect, order filling costs are like manufacturing costs and similar techniques for
standardization and control can be utilized. Recognition is often
given to this similarity by placing costs of warehousing and shipping
under a manufacturing responsibility when these operations are located at the factory.
A U G U S T , 19 54
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Ways in which these characteristics influence accounting techniques to aid
control of order - filling costs are described in succeeding pages of this report.
First, certain general problems which arise in applying budgets and standards
to order - filling costs are discussed. Following this, specific company practices
for controlling costs of major order - filling functions are described.

Budgeting Order-Filling Costs
Identifying Factors of Cost Variability
Before order - filling costs can be brought under effective budgetary control,
it is necessary to identify the factors which cause costs to vary. While it has
been stated above that order - filling costs tend to vary with sales volume, individual costs respond to different sales activities. As stated by a company
interviewed:
"Because of differences in the methods of distribution normally used,
distribution costs for some products are closely related to current sales
while for other products the relationship is quite remote. For example,
some products are sold by route delivery and here the costs of distribution are incurred at the time the products are sold. For these products,
the relationship of distribution expense to sales in any given month is
fairly close.
"At the other extreme are those products which are sold on consignment, where costs of getting the product to the consignment point will be
incurred in one month, but the sales of the products may not occur until
much later. The relationship of distribution expense to sales in this instance may vary considerably from month to month. The same is true
for products upon which outside storage charges are incurred until such
time as they are sold."
In each company it is necessary to analyze the order - filling functions to
determine what factors of variability provide the best basis for control of the
related costs. Some costs may be associated with orders received, some with
shipments made, and some with other events. This process of analysis often
indicates that it is desirable to split existing cost classifications for purposes
of better control. As an illustration, one company separates warehousing
costs into costs to handle stocks for current sales and costs to warehouse
seasonal concentration stocks at key distribution points in the market.'
Weekly sales volume figures are the basis for control of costs in the first
class while forecasted seasonal sales are the basis for budgeting costs in the
second class.
1. Where warehousing of finished goods is done to level production or for other
reasons which are associated primarily with production, the warehousing costs are
viewed as manufacturing costs rather than as marketing costs.
1648
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In the factory, a few units such as pieces, labor hours, or machine hours
are usually adequate to measure activity in practically all departments. However, the variety of units needed is likely to be greater in budgeting marketing costs.
Timing of Cost Control
The time when control can be most effectively applied differs according to
the circumstances under which the costs are incurred. Some order - filling
costs are variable in the sense that they can be controlled with current volume
(e.g. cost of shipping supplies consumed). Other costs are fixed and the
amount is determined for a given period by management's decision to provide capacity and to keep it in readiness regardless of current volume. Depreciation, salaries, and property taxes are examples of costs in the latter
category. Initial control of fixed costs is exercised at the time that decisions
are made to acquire, keep, or dispose of the related facilities.
Companies having large investments in warehouses and transportation
equipment ordinarily employ long -range budgets based on forecasts of sales
volume for several years ahead. On the other hand, salaries and fixed costs
related to short -lived and readily marketable equipment (e.g. trucks) are
budgeted on the basis of activity forecasted for the coming budget period.
Once fixed costs have been incurred, current control takes the form of utilizing the facilities to produce income or savings sufficient to cover expiration
Of original investment cost and to yield an adequate return on the investment.
The flexible budget is the principal accounting tool employed for controlling order - filling costs. In applying it, the costs are analyzed into fixed and
variable components and budgeting proceeds according to the same general
pattern followed for manufacturing costs.'
Bases for Budgeting — Percentages of Sales
In practice, marketing costs are often expressed as percentages of sales
and these percentages are used both for establishing budget allowances and
for measuring performance. While such percentages have value, they also
have distinct limitations. These limitations arise from two sources, as shown
below:
1. The fact that some cost components do not vary with short - period
sales volume causes a ratio of cost to sales to decline when volume
inrreases and vice versa. The following figures illustrate a situation
in which the ratio of delivery cost to sales rose notwithstanding the
fact that delivery costs were reduced by $50,000.
2. See "T he Vol %me Factor in Budgeting Costs," Research Series No. 18,
Bulletin, June 1950.
A U G U S T , 19 5 4
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Period
1
2

Sales

Delivery Expense

(in millions)

Total

% of Sales

$30
25

$375,000
325,000

1.25
1.30

In the above situation, the historical expense ratio furnishes little
guidance in determining how much delivery costs should be when
sales volume changes. Ratios between variable cost and sales may
be more significant.
2. As ordinarily computed, ratios are affected by variables other than
sales volume. This is illustrated by the figures below in which it is
assumed that selling prices have been increased 207x' but the physical
volume of goods sold and delivered remains unchanged from one
period to another.
Period

Sales

Delivery Expense

(in millions)

Total

7o of Sales

$10
12

$100,000
100,000

1.00
.83

1

In this case the efficiency with which the delivery function was performed has not necessarily improved and the percentage figure 'has
been affected by a factor unrelated to delivery costs.
Better goal figures for use in cost control can usually be obtained by studying individual jobs to determine what variables affect output and by developing suitable measures for controlling each variable factor.'
Bases for Budgeting —Unit Standards
The nature of order - filling costs is such that unit standards can often be
developed to serve as the basis for budgeting costs. These standards are set
by methods which are widely applied in manufacturing. For example, W. D.
Holdsworth has described the following procedure for setting time standards
for a delivery operation.
"Delivery standards are developed by time study. The technique is
basically the same as that used in studies of manufacturing operations.
The most important point of difference is that times are taken on broader
operations than the elements or motions observed in shops. All studies
are day -long studies. The time study observer meets the driver at the beginning of his day and stays with him until he leaves the plant after
work. During this time, all operations are observed and the time and
3. For an example, see Park E. Schimp, "Production Unit Accounting for Department
Stores," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, January 1954.
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other pertinent information is recorded on forms designed specifically
for route time study.." •
Standards for some marketing activities may be somewhat less precise than
standards established for manufacturing operations, but they are nevertheless
useful guides in planning costs and evaluating performance.
Steps taken to establish standards for order - filling costs are:
1. Broad functions are broken down into work centers in which operations are reasonably homogeneous. Elements in the function which
require thinking and judgment (e.g. supervision of others' work) are
separated from elements which are repetitive and mechanical in nature, for operations of the latter type can be standardized while operations of the former type cannot. An individual work center should
be under a single responsibility although the same person may supervise more than one work center.
2. The independent variables influencing cost in each work center are
determined by analysis of the work done. To the extent possible,
these variables are reduced in number by standardizing operations
and conditions under which the work is done.
3. A unit is selected for measuring production in each work center.
This unit should (1) fairly reflect the principal activity in the center
and (2) be one for which production records can be kept without
undue clerical expense.
4. Physical standards are set, based upon past experience modified by
judgment or upon industrial engineering studies. These standards
provide the basis for budgeting the number of man -hours and employees, quantity of supplies, and any other items needed to handle
the anticipated work load. Physical standards also are used to make
unit comparisons with actual performance and to aid in analysis of
cost variances by source and cause.
S. Manpower budgets and other physical budgets are translated into
budgeted costs. These budgets provide financial goals and dollar
measures of the significance of variances from budgets.
Broad Standards vs. Detailed Standards
In comparison with manufacturing costs, marketing costs are often affected by more variables and these variable factors are more difficult to control. Standards for marketing operations are commonly averages determined
upon the assumption that an average mix of cost influencing factors will prevail. To illustrate, one company interviewed had set standard delivery times
by averaging two variables which could not be controlled, viz., driving times
4. W. D. Holdsworth, "Bringing Delivery Route Costs Under Standa rds," N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, October 1952, p. 256.
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under varying traffic conditions, and time needed by drivers to pick up varying
numbers of empty containers returned by customers. In the factory, many
variables which influence costs can be held relatively constant by controlling
conditions surrounding the workplace, but such control cannot be as extensively applied to marketing operations which must be performed outside the
company's plant or warehouse.
Where independent variables cannot be held constant, it is sometimes possible to set separate standards for each different set of conditions. As an example, the unit time required to stack merchandise in a warehouse is affected
by location, method of storing, and type of equipment used. While separate
standard times could be set for each combination of variables, it is usually
impractical to do so because the cost of setting the standards and keeping
performance records in so much detail would almost certainly exceed savings
realized. Therefore, the standard time for an operation like that described
above is set for an average mix of the cost influencing factors.
With standards based upon average conditions, variances may arise because the actual mixture of conditions differs from the mixture assumed in
setting the standard. This situation makes it more difficult to interpret variances because they include components due to operating efficiency which should
have been controlled and components due to mixture of conditions which
cannot be controlled. In setting standards for marketing operations, it is
necessary to arrive at a practical compromise between broad average standards which are inexpensive but give limited control and detailed standards
which give more precise control but at higher cost. Although standards for
order - filling activities like warehousing, delivery, and clerical work are generally less exact than are the standards used in manufacturing, these standards serve the same function in controlling costs.
Controlling Warehousing Costs
Warehousing of finished goods may be done in company operated space
or public warehouse space may be rented. When the first method is chosen,
management is responsible for controlling costs of labor, space, and other
facilities needed to operate a warehouse. When public warehouse space is
used, management is concerned only with charges made by the warehouse for
services purchased. This report deals with uses for accounting data to aid
current control of warehousing costs on the assumption that warehousingZD
methods have already been chosen.
Among companies interviewed in the field study, responsibility for control
of warehousing costs usually rests with either the traffic manager or with
local sales managers according to whether responsibility for the warehousing
function is centralized or decentralized. Where both company operated and
1652
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public warehouse facilities are used, warehousing costs often appear under
two or more classifications in the income statement. To illustrate, one company classifies costs of storing finished goods at the factory as shipping costs
(shown in the income statement as selling expense) because the factory manager is responsible for control of the plant warehouse and shipping department. On the other hand transportation and field warehousing in public
storage space are under control of the traffic manager and the corresponding
costs are classified as transportation (shown in the income statement as a
sales deduction). The plan of organization followed in a given company is
significant to the accountant because it determines who should receive cost
data bearing upon control of warehousing costs.
Controlling Cosfs of Storage in Public Warehouses
When space in public warehouses is used for storing a company's products, warehousing cost takes the form of storage or handling charges. Since
the amount of warehousing cost depends upon the quantity of merchandise
warehoused, control over warehousing costs is most effective when applied
in the planning stage when production and marketing programs are being
formulated.
In the words of one company representative, "Planning ahead gives control
of costs when warehousing services are purchased." This means fitting the
space, kind, and quality of service to the merchandise to be warehoused. In
addition, experience of companies interviewed indicates that substantial savings in warehousing costs can often be made by careful forward planning of
regional stocks and movements of goods. By such planning, storage can be
effected in the most economical locations and handling charges held to a
minimum. However, for some companies, quality of service is more important than storage rates paid because losses from spoiled or damaged merchandise may be a major source of cost to be controlled.
Once the most advantageous locations have been chosen and rates negoti.
ated, subsequent control is a matter of regulating inventories and reviewing
charges to make sure that the company is billed in accordance with contract
terms.
Costs for warehousing the product in public warehouse space are budgeted
by applying current contract rates to the anticipated volume of goods to be
warehoused. In addition to these budgeted cost figures, actual costs are sometimes compared with prior costs or costs incurred in other locations including
company operated warehouses where these are maintained. Such comparisons
are used for measuring the efficiency of the warehousing function and for
indicating where changes should be made in future planning.
A U G U S T , 1954
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OPERATION OF WAREHOUSES
ReportFor................. ...............................
THIS MONTH
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

ACTUAL

Richmond 117 h5e.

of

Operation

ACTUAL

Labor — Warehousing
Labor — Maintenance
Labor— Refrigeration
Supplies— Operation
Supplies— Maintenance
Electric Power
Total Operating Expense
New Orlea ns Whse.

of

Operation

Labor— Warehousing
Labor — Maintenance
Labor— Refrigeration
Supplies — Operafing
Supplies — Maintenance
Electric Power

Operation

of

Total Operating Expense
Da ve np ort Wh se .

Labor — Warehousing
Labor — Maintenance
Labor— Refrigeration
Supplies— Operating
Supplies — Maintenance
Electric Power
Total Operating Expense
Total Operating Expense —all
Warehouses
EXHIBIT 1

Controlling Costs of Storage in Company Operated Warehouses
Where warehousing facilities are company operated, a supervisor or foreman is usually responsible for operations of each individual warehouse. Provision is accordingly made in the chart of accounts for collecting the total
cost of operating each warehouse and also for breaking this total down into
sub - accounts to show for what the costs were incurred. As an illustration, the
1654
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following classification of warehousing costs was contributed by a company
interviewed in the field study.
Individual warehouses are identified by a two digit code; e.g.,
41 Factory warehouse
43 New York warehouse
45 Kansas City warehouse
46 Atlanta warehouse
Sub - accounts by nature of expense are provided for each warehouse
because operation costs incurred at the various locations differ. The
following sub - accounts are used for costs of the New York warehouse:
13 Salaries and wages
20 Automotive operating costs
24 Storage and shipping supplies
32 Telephone and telegraph
33 Electricity
34 Heating
37 Pallet materials
64 Rental on real estate
77 Maintenance and repair of equipment
78 Maintenance and repair of building
81 Depreciation on equipment
84 Fire and general insurance
93 Real and personal property taxes
In another location where the warehouse is larger, additional detail
is provided by breaking down certain accounts such as salaries and
wages. Where real estate is owned, additional accounts to record ownership costs replace the rental account shown above.
A classification of warehouse operating costs such as that illustrated above
provides the data for summary reports to management responsible for all
warehousing operations and also for supplying individual warehouse supervisors with information about the costs which they incur. Exhibit 1 shows
the form in which summary reports are prepared by one of the companies
interviewed. Each warehouse supervisor receives the section of this report
which covers costs of his warehouse.
Goal figures with which current warehousing costs may be measured are
(1) standard costs, (2) budgets, (3) prior period costs, (4) costs incurred
at other company warehouses, (5) public warehouse charges for the same
service.
Warehousing consists largely of physical handling operations to which the
familiar techniques for setting standards can usually be applied. The companies interviewed which operate large warehouses generally have utilized
industrial engineering methods and personnel to set operation standards.
A U G U S T , 19 34
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WAREHOUSE OPERATING COMPARISONS REPORT

Items
Man Hours
Items per Man Hour

Receiving Carload

Pounds
Man Hours
Lbs. per Man Hour

Bin Stockkeeping

Bin Items Shipped
Man Hours
Bin Items Per Man Hour

Bin Order - Filling

Man Hours
Bin Items Per Man Hour

Light Bulk Stockkeeping

Light Bulk Items Shipped
Man Hours
Light Bulk Items Per Man Hour

Heavy Bulk Stockkeeping

Heavy Bulk Items Shipped
Man Hours
Heavy Bulk Items Per Man Hour

Assembly -B /L -Ship

Man Hours
Pounds Shipped
Lbs. per Man Hour

Inventory, etc.

Man Hours
to Total Whse. Hrs.

Maintenance, etc.

Man Hours
to Total W hse. Hrs.

Policy Payroll

Man Hours
to Total W hse. Hrs.

Whse. Shipping Hours

Regular
Overtime
Total
°/, of O.T. to Total Whse. Hours
Supervision Hours
to Total Whse. Hrs.
%

%

%

Receiving Regular

EXHIBIT 2

Where warehouses are located at the factory and factory management is responsible for warehouse operation, warehouse standards come under the
company's manufacturing standards program. However, the field study also
disclosed extensive development of standards for warehousing operations by
several retailers and wholesalers which do no manufacturing. Where individual warehouses are small, standards are often based upon past experience
modified by judgment to the extent considered necessary.
In setting standards, warehousing operations are broken down into groups
1656
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or centers to which units for measuring activity can be applied. Exhibit 2
shows the work centers and corresponding units of measurement used by a
company interviewed in the field study. Column headings do not appear in
the blank copy of the form shown because the same form serves for different
comparisons. For example, appropriate headings may be inserted to indicate
that current figures for a given warehouse are being compared with prior
period figures or standard figures from the same location, or that current
figures drawn from warehouses in different locations are being compared.
Control over warehouse costs is obtained by controlling man -hours and the
other items for which costs are incurred. For this reason, physical standards
are established and performance comparisons are made in terms of items per
hour, pounds per hour, etc. In some companies, these physical standards are
not translated into standard dollar costs. Other companies carry the process
to the point of establishing standard costs which are used to charge warehousing expense accounts. The difference between standard and actual warehousing cost is then recorded in a variance account and shown in operating
cost reports. This variance provides management with a summary measure
of efficiency with which the warehouse has been operated.
Financial control of warehousing costs is usually exercised through the
budget. Since warehousing costs contain fixed, variable, and semi - variable
components, flexible budgets are used.
Where unit standards have been established for costs variable with volume
of warehouse work, these standards are utilized in setting budget allowances.
The process followed is illustrated by Exhibit 3 which is taken from warehouse budget working paper forms supplied by a company interviewed.
Costs which are not controlled with current volume are budgeted for the
coming period according to the nature of the cost item in question. For example, salaries and wages are budgeted by listing employees and their respective rates of pay. Exhibit 4 shows a sample budget working paper form used
to budget warehouse salaries and wages by the same company which supplied
Exhibit 3. Estimate and budget sections are used on this form because the
company prepares, at semi - annual intervals, an official budget for six months
and an estimate for an additional six months. Monthly estimates are made
for items such as heat, light and power, telephone, etc. Amounts of accrued
fixed charges such as depreciation and insurance are supplied by the accounting department. The warehouse manager is ordinarily not held respon.
sible for items of the latter type because they are not currently controllable
or within the scope of his authority. Nevertheless, unit warehousing costs
calculated by including fixed costs may be useful measures of the utilization
made of warehouse facilities.
A U G U S T , 19 54
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CALCULATION OF WAREHOUSE LABOR REQUIRED TO HANDLE BUDGETED
WORKLOAD AND VARIANCES BETWEEN REQUIRED AND BUDGETED PAYROLL
Budget Period

Sales District

................................................................................................. ...............................

Budgeted
Work Load
1 tl

Units

Unit
Standard
Cost

S

Standard
Labor
Required
for
Budgefed
Work Load
5

Budgeted
Labor*

Budget
Over
or Under
Standard

S

S

Reason for
Variance

TOTAL ALL

DISTRICTS
*Includes regular, casual, and strai ght time for overt ime.
Not e: This form is to be completed by t he District Office and Warehouse Operations

Manager to justify the payroll budget of the individual districts.
EXHIBIT 3

Controlling Transportation Costs
Companies which price on a delivered basis find that costs of transportation often constitute an important area in the control of marketing costs.
Where sales are made F.O.B. factory, the company's competitive position
may be improved by efforts to keep outbound transportation at a minimum
even though these costs are borne by the customer.
Moreover, regardless of the classification of transportation in the income
statement as a sales deduction, marketing expense, or cost of goods sold,
transportation costs reduce net profit and the need for control seems evident.
To illustrate, one company representative stated that "we treat freight on out bounds goods as a sales deduction in our profit and loss statement, but view
it as a marketing expense for purposes of budgetary planning and control."
A variety of transportation media is available (e.g. railroads, trucks, ships,
pipelines, etc.). In addition, transportation services may be purchased by
utilizing common or contract carriers or a company may operate transportation facilities. Where transportation facilities are company operated, either
owned or leased equipment may be used. Selecting transportation media and
deciding whether to purchase transportation services or to operate transpor1638
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tation facilities are primarily problems in cost analysis and as such are not
dealt with in this study.
Measuring the efficiency with which previously chosen transportation
media are being used is, on the other hand, the principal problem in current
control of transportation costs. Current control may also include a continuing
review of the comparative costs of alternative transportation media. Since
it is common practice to use a combination of purchased and company -operated transportation service, current control may also include deciding whether
to send individual shipments by owned or outside carriers, or on what routes
to use owned equipment such as trucks which can be readily shifted from
one location to another.
Classification of Transportation Costs for Control
In order to control transportation costs, management first needs to know
costs incurred by type of movement, by district or area, by product, and any
other classifications which are significant in the process of exercising control.
By breaking down the total it becomes possible to compare costs of like operations (e.g. one sales district with another) and to develop standards or other
goal figures for comparison. Where responsibility for transportation operations is divided or decentralized, responsibility for control cannot be maintained unless transportation costs are classified by responsibilities. Specific
classifications needed differ from company to company according to the
manner in which operations are organized. The following illustrations drawn
from the field study show how classifications of transportation costs may be
designed to supply information desired by management under different circumstances.
Example No. 1
All transportation is purchased and a traffic manager is in charge of
the function. Transportation costs are classified by shipping point as
follows:
270. Freight, Express and Cartage
1. Eastern
2. Chicago
3. Detroit
4. Pacific Coast
5. Portland
6. Texas
7. Jacksonville
8. Export
9. Los Angeles
Under each shipping point, costs are further broken down into trans AUGUST, 1954
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BUDGETED SALARIES AND WAGES
a
a
0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B u d g e t Period
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D e p t . or Section

. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
Septem ber 30
Mar ch 31
Pa
Plan
and
Group

Pay
Level

Am t .
Eac h
Month

ESTIM ATE, J a n u a r y -J une
J ul y- Dec em ber
Oct.
Apri l

N o v.
May

Dec .
June

Robert Jones, Dept. He ad

E

Jane Doe, Chief Clerk

0-8

B

$270

Rose Brown, Com p. O p r .

0-5

C

$203

Helen Green, Typist Clerk

0-3

B

$165

Jean Ames, File Clerk C

0-2

C

Jan.
Jul y

Fe b .
Au g.

Ma rc h
Se pt .

J a nu a ry J un e
J u l y - De c e m b er
April
Oct.

May
Nov .

June
Dec.

$160

0-7

B

$230

(230)

S -BA 10

xx

4B 7.50

0-3A160

Xx
Xx
XX
XX
X)(

xx
XX

trJ
C
h
h
z

•

y

h7

-

y

—

January March
July - September
Sub Total (Round off, nearest $1)
Reserve')
TOTAL (Round off, nearest $5)
Actual

To be add ed to Es ti m ete — A pril -June
Oc t obe r- Dec ember
1,678
1,678
1,455
1,455
2
1,678
1,680
1,455
1,455

I XX
IXXXI I I

4,920
4,588
2
9,510

XXXXX
1,463
2
1,465

XXXXX
1,463
2
1,465

XX
Xx
XX
XX
xx

C 7.50

XX
XX
XX
XX
D 7,50
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
(leaving; will not be repla c ed)
XX
XX
Xx
Xx
XX
XX

6 M os.
Tot al
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
)p(
X)(
XX
XX
Xx
XX

$650

Unknown, Typist Clerk
Acct g. Clerk B

BUDGET,

XX
Xx
XX

EXAMPLE

Mary Black

6 Mo s .
To t a l

)o(

N AM E AN D JOB TITLE

STATE CH AN GE S I N PAY PL AN , GROUP, LEVEL ( A , B , C , e t c . ) A N D C H A N G E I N SALARY

XXXXX
1,463
2
1,465

XXXXX
1,470
1,470

XXXXX
1,480
15
1,495

XXXXX
1,640
IS
1,655

XXXXX
8,979
36
9,015

Abo ve this line should be listed your closest es timate of am ounts to be expen de d, by nam e or jo b t i t l e and m onth, inc lu ding any rec om m ended
increases. The reserve am ount, if any, should pr ovid e a reas onable sum for any genuine contingenc ies, which c a nn ot n ow b e i de nt if ie d by na m e
or job. Also use this to bala nce to tal wages to neares t $S. Do not s how o dd cents or .DO in tot al s .

Exhibit 4

portation, insurance on merchandise in transit, and in some cases, local
delivery charges.
Transportation costs in each of these areas are affected by such factors
as distances shipped and local transportation rates. The classification
plan therefore facilitates comparisons with planned costs for the function
and with costs of preceding periods.
Example No. 2
The following classification plan is used by a company having a more
complex transportation pattern than does the company in Example No. 1.
Consequently, costs are broken down by type of movement, by carrier,
and certain other classifications.
40. Transportation Charges on Finished Goods
1. Between production plant warehouses.
2. Between production plant warehouses and temporary warehouses.
3. From production plant to distribution and transit warehouses.
4. Between warehouses.
6. To customers from production plant —by railroad
7. To customers from production plant —by truck
8. To customers from outside warehouse —by railroad
9. To customers from outside warehouse —by truck
10. Transportation on export sales.
11. Special charges for protection (against freezing, etc.)
12. Fire and general insurance on goods in transit
The above classification was designed for use during a period in which
the company's transportation pattern was changing and management
wanted costs in considerable detail. For example, account 40 -2 was set
up to collect the amount of transportation charges incurred because
storage space at plants is at present inadequate. When a more standardized transportation pattern is established, some of the accounts listed
above will probably not be needed and simplification in the classification
plan is expected in the future.
Example No. 3
A company which owns its own transportation equipment collects the
costs by types of equipment for comparison with budgeted operation
costs. The following main classifications are used:
1. Long distance fleet
2. Inter -plant fleet
3. Regular products fleet
4. By- products fleet
5. Pool equipment
6. General overhead
AUGUST, 1954
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In addition, a classification of accounts by nature of the expense is provided in order that management may know what items are the source of
costs collected under the headings listed above.

Purchased vs. Company - Operated Transportation Service
The general plan for controlling transportation costs differs according to
whether transportation services are purchased or supplied by company operated facilities. In the first instance, the aim of cost control is to obtain the
most favorable rates available for the service desired. Control actions are
directed toward selecting and using the best routing, method of shipment,
carrier, etc. On the other hand, where company operated transportation facilities are in use, the cost control function must be expanded to cover the costs
of equipment, labor, supplies, and management incurred in transportation operations.
Where all transportation service is purchased, responsibility for selecting
carriers, routing shipments, verifying rates, etc., usually rests with a traffic
department. In a very few companies, internal auditors test check rates on
transportation bills, but this is usually done in the traffic department because
specialized knowledge is needed. Other companies reported use of the services of independent traffic specialists who audit transportation bills on a
percentage of savings basis.
Companies interviewed were agreed that after -the -fact comparisons in detail between predetermined and actual costs have little or no usefulness for
measuring performance of the traffic department. The point of view held in
one of the companies interviewed was stated as follows:
"Our accounting department accumulates the transportation costs and
distributes them to products. The traffic department studies methods of
transportation and rates. It is responsible for control and the effectiveness of its work is best shown by the costs of shipping our products."
Where so- called standard transportation costs are in use, these standards
serve only to facilitate assignment of transportation costs to products.
In another company, the traffic manager listed the types of accounting
data given below as useful in his work.
1. Analyses of sales and shipments, i.e., what goes where.
2. Analyses of movements by products.
3. Cost data to support attempts to get rate adjustments.
Another company stated that accounting figures are important in deciding in
which areas and to which customers the company can sell most profitably.
For this purpose, marginal income after deducting freight is the principal
figure desired by management.
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Several companies interviewed have made studies to determine the most
economical method of shipment for each customer, for orders of various
size, and for different products. In some cases, these studies required balancing manufacturing and transportation costs, for lower manufacturing cost
may more than offset higher transportation cost when shipment is made from
a properly chosen plant. The results from such studies are presented in the
form of customer lists coded by place from which to ship, method of transportation and route to use. In one case, the information had been placed on
addressograph plates used to address shipments to customers. The usefulness
of such information is illustrated by the experience of a company which stated
that a comparison in the following form had provided a measure of the
amount of freight saved by manufacturing and warehousing in locations
which would minimize freight costs.
Comparative Freight Costs For Southern District
This Period
Total dollar freight cost .................... $xx
Cases sold
xx
............... $xx
Freight per ................
case

...........................

Intra - Company freight:
Total
. ............................... $xx
Per Case
............................. $xx
Freight to customers:
Total
. ............................... $xx
PerCase
$xx

.............................

Last Period

$xx
xx
$xx

$xx
$xx

$xx
$xx

Comparison Figures for Measuring Performance
Current actual transportation costs are compared with one or more of the
following in order to determine the significance of current figures:
1. Costs incurred in prior periods
2. Costs incurred for other similar units of equipment and in other
geographical areas
3. Budgeted or standard costs
4. Rates at which the same service could be purchased
Comparisons between current and prior period costs are made by all of the
companies interviewed. Such comparisons are reduced to a unit basis (e.g.
per hundredweight of goods shipped or per sales dollar) to avoid differences
in totals due to differing volumes of goods transported. Those companies
which have comparable transportation operations in several different geoA U G U S T , 1954
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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
LONG DISTANCE FLEET
ReportFor

...........................
THIS MONTH
BUDGET

ACTUAL

YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET

ACTUAL

Direct Expense
Fixed Charges
Mileage Charges
Drivers and Helpers
Insurance
License Fees
Travel Expense
Tolls
Cargo Handling
Miscellaneous
Total Direct Expense
Allocation of General Overhead
Income from Outside Hauling
Net Expense
Distrib u tion of Ne t Exp e nse
To Freight Suspense
To Freight Expense
To Inventories
To Freight Expense— Excess
Over Standard Carrier Rates
Total Distributed
EXHIBIT 5

graphical areas also compare unit transportation costs recorded in the differ.
ent areas.
Companies which own transportation equipment such as trucks usually
maintain detailed records of operating costs for each unit in the fleet. Information of this type is a valuable guide to management in deciding when to
replace individual units of equipment and in deciding what kinds of equipment
are most economical for the purpose. Such records are also useful in the
control of current expenses because they show when cost of operating an individual unit is out of line with costs incurred for other units of the same
type. Excess costs may also be traced to the source, e.g., repairs and maintenance, fuel, etc. Several companies interviewed which own large truck
fleets have repair and maintenance specialists to assist local management in
16 64
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keeping these costs under control. Operating cost reports often point out
locations where action needs to be taken to keep costs under control.
Budgets and Standards
When company operated transportation facilities are present, budgets and
standards are sometimes developed. The purpose served by budgets in controlling transportation costs varies from company to company according to
the degree of detail in which the costs are controlled.
A few of the companies interviewed build up transportation cost budgets
by developing standards in detail for the individual operations performed in
operating transportation services. These standards are flexible with the volume of activity. Thus costs such as depreciation, property taxes, and inusrance on trucks are budgeted as fixed amounts per period. On the other hand,
costs of gasoline, oil, and tires vary with mileage and drivers' wages vary
with hours the truck is operated. Standard costs are also set for loading, unloading, and other costs incurred at terminals." In some of the companies,
standards are used solely by transportation department management and are
not tied into the accounting plan. In other companies, periodic variance reports are prepared in the process of accounting for transportation costs. Exhibit 5 shows the form in which monthly budget comparisons are reported
to management by one of the companies interviewed in the field study.
Cost to Operate vs. Cost to Purchase Transportation Services
Most of the companies which operate transportation equipment compare
their own costs at frequent intervals with costs to purchase the same services
from commercial carriers. From the current expense control point of view,
differences developed in this comparison are often looked upon as a measure
of the efficiency with which the company's own equipment is being operated.
However, when company operated transportation costs more than outside
carriers would charge, the situation is not necessarily unfavorable because
better control over quality of service may justify a differential in cost. Comparisons between costs of operating owned and leased equipment are also
made frequently by many of the companies interviewed.
A few companies charge transportation cost accounts and credit actual
transportation expense with a standard rate which represents outside carrier
rates. Variances between actual and standard costs then give a periodic
measure of the saving or excess cost incurred by company operation of trans5. For more detailed descriptions of methods used in determining and controlling
trucking costs, see: Allen C. Kahl, "Cost Control for Motor Carrier Operations,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, October 15, 1947; J. Frank Dickson, "Determination of Trucking
Costs," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May 15, 1947; George T. Ewell, "Costs per Mile for T ru ck
Delivery Expense," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, August 1951; Walter Harrison, "Watchdog
Techniques for Truck Costs," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, December, 1950.
A U G U S T , 19 3 4
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portation service. It may be noted that this item appears at the bottom of
the statement illustrated in Exhibit 5.

Controlling Clerical Costs of Marketing
When broadly defined, marketing includes a variety of clerical operations,
although in practice these operations are not always designated as marketing
functions. For example, the keeping of customers' accounts may be an accounting responsibility, credit and collection records may be under the treasurer, etc. While the organization plan determines responsibility for costs of
the various clerical functions, it does not affect the techniques available for
controlling the costs.
The field study showed that comparatively little attention is given to controlling costs of clerical work. The principal reasons given are:
1. Operations are decentralized and it is not practical to apply formal
controls like standards when there are many offices with only a few
employees in each location.
2. In some companies the number of customers and orders is small and
the same employees perform a variety of clerical functions.
3. Attention has sometimes been centered upon cost reduction through
mechanization of clerical operations without equal development of
methods for measuring current performance.
Where the number of clerical employees is small, other phases of the busi.
ness may seem to offer more attractive opportunities for cost savings. Never.
theless, work simplification and work measurement records may be useful
tools for controlling costs in a small office. On the other hand, some companies employ large numbers of clerical workers and spend very substantial
sums of money for this work. For example, one company interviewed has an
order processing department with approximately 300 employees. Such departments are much like a factory production department and methods of
cost control which are common in manufacturing seem to be equally applicable to repetitive office work.
The principal cost control techniques applied to clerical operations by
companies participating in this study are: (1) budgets, both periodic and
flexible, (2) detailed operation standards, (3) work measurement records
using past performance as a comparison base, and (4) cost comparisons
using prior period costs as a base.
Applying Budgets and Standards to Clerical Costs
Most commonly, clerical costs are budgeted periodically by individuals responsible for the functions performed. Departmental budgets are broken
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down according to the accounting classification of expenses by nature of the
items for which costs are incurred. The following bases for establishing
budget allowances were reported by companies interviewed.
1. Costs recorded in prior periods, modified where necessary for expected changes in workload, methods, equipment, etc. As a guide to
budgeting, one company's accounting department supplies office department heads with figures showing the department's average
monthly expense in dollars and as a percentage of sales for the previous budget period. Average monthly dollar amounts for each expense sub - account are also provided.
2. Personnel budgets, listing the number of employees and salary rates
anticipated. Informal indexes of work load (e.g., number of vouchers, invoices, reports, etc. to be prepared) are generally used as
guides to budgeting personnel.
3. Unit standards which are used to determine the amount of expense
which should be incurred to handle the expected volume of work.
These standards may be broad or they may be established in detail
for individual operations. As an example of a broad standard, one
company has found that order processing expense in branch sales
offices fluctuates with numbers of orders handled. A standard is
established for each branch office and expressed in terms of office
man -hours per 100 standard orders. Local branch managers fore.
cast the number of orders and budget office expense with the use of
this standard each period. Such broad standards are based largely
on past experience. On the other hand, detailed operation standards
are usually set by industrial engineering studies. Applications of this
type are limited to repetitive operations when the volume of work is
large.
Development of Office Operation Standards
A few of the companies interviewed have applied industrial engineering
methods to establish standard times for office operations and standard cost
accounting techniques to effect measurement of performance against standards. As stated by Paul M. Mulligan, "this approach to the problem involves
a combination of industrial engineering and accounting principles, since it is
fundamentally the application of proven standard cost accounting methods to
clerical work."" The objective of such programs is to determine the number
of people necessary to handle the office work load at the lowest cost practicable.
The establishment of clerical cost control based on detailed operation
standards proceeds by the following steps:
6. "Office Output Can Be Planned, Measured, and Controlled," N.A.C.A. Conference
Proceedings, 1950, p. 29.
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EXHIBIT 6

1. The flow of work in each process is determined with individual operations charted in detail. Existing operations and their sequence
are studied to effect simplification wherever possible and to arrive at
the best method for doing the job .7
7. For a fuller description of this process, see F. Ray Friedley, "Clerical Cost Reduction and Control," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, October 1953.
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2. Standard unit times are assigned to each operation listed on the procedure flow charts. These standard times may be set by time and
motion study or developed from past experience and test runs. Representatives of a company which used the latter method expressed
the opinion that substantial savings had been obtained from standards based largely on past experience. At the time interviewed, the
company planned to have its industrial engineers study selected jobs
on a test basis to determine whether or not the greater precision in
standards set by time and motion study would yield additional savings large enough to justify the increased cost of setting and maintaining the standards.
3. A monthly clerical man -hours budget is prepared in advance, using
the previously described operation time standards to determine the
number of man -hours and employees of various grades which should
be used to handle the anticipated work load."
4. Periodic performance reports are prepared, comparing actual performance with budgeted performance. Some companies limit these
comparisons to hours and work units produced while other companies convert hours into dollar costs. Exhibit 6 shows the form
used by one company which reports to management both work unit
and dollar cost comparisons. A few companies interviewed charge
departmental expense accounts with standard office costs and use
variance accounts to collect differences between actual and standard
costs.
Work Measurement Records
Work measurement units have been developed and are applied regularly or
for test periods by some companies. The resulting production figures help
balance office work loads and furnish guides for budgeting personnel and
equipment needs. Superficially, these work measuring units may appear to be
standards, but the absence of control over variables affecting employee performance usually precludes their use as measures of efficiency. However,
several company representatives stated that the fact that production records
are kept tends to have a favorable influence on employee performance.
Comparative performance reports are often prepared comparing work units
produced in the current period with production in prior periods. Exhibit 7
shows a report of this type designed to measure work output for selected
operations in an accounting department. Standards shown on this report
represent average or normal workloads rather than measures of efficiency.
Comparisons between different locations are also common. Exhibit 8 illus.
8. For an illustration of such a budget, see Paul B. Mulligan, "Office Output Can Be
Planned, Measured, and Controlled, N.A.C.A. Con /erence Proceedings, 1950, p. 38.
A U G U S T , 19 5 4
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trates a report in which statistics and costs of office operations in a number
of branch offices are compared.
The emphasis in such comparisons is the reporting of production variances in units rather than dollar cost variances because of different wage
rates in the several districts. Where dollar figures are used, management
recognizes the normal differences between districts and takes action on correcting only abnormal differences in costs.

Controlling Sales Deductions
Sales deductions reduce income received from sales and consequently need
to be controlled. From the standpoint of timing, control over sales deductions
usually must be exercised in connection with the performance of marketing
functions. Among the companies interviewed in this study, responsibility for
control of sales deductions often rests with marketing management. While
sales deductions are not order - filling costs, a discussion of sales deductions
is included in this report for the purpose of completing the treatment of
items which need to be controlled in the process of marketing.
Practice with respect to items classified as sales deductions varies widely
from company to company. Some of these items reflect methods of pricing
(e.g. trade discounts), some are charges borne by the customer but included
in gross sales for convenience (e.g. sales taxes), and still others are available
by policy (e.g. cash discounts, price protection rebates). Ordinarily these
items do not raise problems in current control once company policy has been
established. Standard pricing schedules specify the conditions under which
deductions apply and any exceptions require special authorization. For example, in one company sales deductions (cash discount, quantity discount,
and transportation allowance to customers who pick up merchandise at the
seller's warehouse) and conditions under which they are allowable are stated
in the company's price list. All exceptions must be approved by an executive who has authority to approve selling prices. Companies interviewed
often utilize internal audit tests to check upon compliance with policies governing cash discounts, quantity discounts, and similar sales deductions.
Other sales deduction items may require effective control on a continuing
basis to avoid serious reduction in profits. Some companies classify outbound transportation, sales commissions, and similar items as sales deductions. More commonly, these items are classified as marketing expense and
methods for their control have already been described in this report. Sales
allowances, sales returns, and other types of sales deductions granted individually rather than by compliance with standard terms of sale remain to be
considered.
The first step toward control is to establish responsibility. Where sales de1670
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ductions are unusual, it is common practice to require approval of each
transaction by someone at a responsible level. On the other hand, where
transactions are numerous, policies and systematic control procedures must
be set up to permit decisions on a majority of the transactions to be made at
lower levels in order to avoid an unduly heavy burden on top executive
time.
Most commonly, this is accomplished by budgeting sales deductions. The
following examples illustrate procedures followed by companies interviewed:
1. Product line sales managers budget sales returns and allowances for
each product line. If unusually large returns for specific products
are anticipated, these are budgeted individually. Budgeted amounts
are based on the historical percentage to sales with adjustment for
special reduction campaigns, size and balance of trade inventories,
characteristics of the products, general economic and credit conditions. Once the budget has been approved, each product line sales
manager is responsible for keeping deductions within the budget.
2. Gross and net sales are budgeted for the coming period, the difference being represented by sales deductions. Emphasis is placed upon
achieving budgeted sales goals rather than upon deductions, but in
order to attain the net sales goal, it is necessary to control deductions from gross sales.
Sales deductions are budgeted as a percentage of sales for each product line. In effect, this constitutes a flexible budget with a periodic
allowance for sales deductions which varies in amount with sales
volume. However, in one company a fixed budget is used with the
allowance for deductions based upon budgeted sales. Here variances arise when actual sales exceed or fall below budgeted sales as
well as from failure to control deductions to the predetermined percentage of sales. Variances are analyzed to bring out causes.
In addition to the budget, various other control techniques may be applied.
Two illustrations from the field study appear below.
1. Reports displaying an analysis of sales returns and allowances by
reasons, products, and sales districts are prepared. These reports
show trends which may indicate the need for managerial action to
maintain control. They also show where the action should be taken
and, by showing why the deductions arise, they help sales managers
decide what should be done. Exhibit 9 illustrates the type of report
used.
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ReportNo ..

...............................
.........
...............................
STATEMENT

Period
BRANCH OFFICE COMPARATIVE OPERATIONS

I

Atlanta

Boston

Chicago

Dallas

KO 6Y

I Cit

IMemphis

Total

Nu mbe r of Customer Orders
Month
Year to Date
Nu mb er of Lines
Month
Year to Date
Avge. Number of Lines per Order
Month
Year to Date
Avge. Dollar Value per Order
Month
Year to Date
Number of Employees
Shipping
Month
Year to Date
Office
Month
Year to Date
Orders Handled per Employee*
Shipping
Month
Rank
Year to Date
Rank
Office
Month
Rank
Year to Date
Rank
Lines Handled per Employee
Shipping
Month
Rank
Year to Date
Rank
Office
Month
Rank
Year to Date
Rank
Dollar Sales Handled per Emp.
Month
Rank
Year to Date
Rank
Continued on next page
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I

Continued from preceding page
BRANCH OFFICE COMPARATIVE OPERATIONS STATEMENT
Kansas
City

Atlanta I Boston I Chicago

Memphis

Total

Cost per Order Basis*
Shipping Salaries
This Year
Month
Last Year
This Year
Year to Date
Last Year
Office Salaries
This Year
Month
Last Year
This Year
Year to Date
Last Year
Shipping Supplies
This Year
Month
Last Year
This Year
Year to Date
Last Year
General Supplies
This Year
Month
Last Year
This Year
Year to Date
Last Year
Total Comparable Expense
This Year
Month
Rank
Last Year
Month
Rank
This Year
Year to Date
Rank
Last Year
Year to Date
Rank
*Order Count Includes

Customers' Orders Including Blanket 8 Back
Home Delivery Slips
Salesmen's Requisitions
Credit Memoranda
EXHIBIT 8

2. Salesmen check merchandise in question at the customer's place of
business and make out a report on condition of the goods and the
customer's reasons for seeking an adjustment. Test checks are again
made at the factory when merchandise is returned in order to prevent the salesmen from using allowances to cut selling prices and returns to compensate for overstocking of customers. This procedure is
both necessary and practical in some companies interviewed because
returns and allowances are important costs and salesmen call on cus.
tomers frequently.
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ANALYSIS OF SALES RETURNS
by District and Reason

a

August 1953
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Is s ue d :

Sales Districts
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2 Mo.

Refu sed by
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2 Mo.

Orde red
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Ove rs t o c k e d

Ac c o m m o dati o n t o S e ll e r

Au g .

Aug.

1 Mo.

Albany
Atlanta
Bos ton
H i g h Point
N e w Yo r k
Philadelphia
Chicago
Ci n ci n na t i
C l e ve l a n d
Detroit
Pit ts burgh
St . Paul

EXHIBIT 9

2 Mo.

Tr an s fe r
in fie ld
Au g.

2 M o.

Oth er
Aug.

2 Mo.

To t a l
Aug.

2 Mo.
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Columbus, Georgia

KENNETH L. DENHARD
WALDO W. NEIKIRK
Dewey
Almy Chemical Co.
Cambri dge . Massachusetts
&

Carri e r Corporati on
Syracuse , N ew York

RUSSELL C. FLOOD
A. Schrade rs Son D iv.
Scovill Manufacturi ng Co.
Brookl yn. Ne w York

STANLEY E. FORD
Air -Way El ectric Appl iance Corp.
Tole do. Ohio
O TTO GAMMEL
Locke M achi ne Company
Cle ve land, Ohio

MILTON L. GROUT
&

San Juan Fishi ng
Packi ng Co.
Bell evue , Washington

JOHN W. OLD
Humbl e Oi l & Re fi ni ng Co.
Houst on. T exas

FRANK Z. OLES
Davison Chemical Corp.
Balt imore, Maryland

HARRY K. ROBERTS
Crown Zel le rbach Corp.
San Franci sco, Cal iforni a

A. PRESTON ROFFEE, JR.

JOHN E. HEARST

Providence Base Works
General El ectri c Company
Provi de nce . Rhode Isl and

S. S. Kresge Company
Det roi t, Michigan

ROBERT J. ROHR, JR.

GEORGE A. HEWITT
&

Lybrand, Ross Bros.
Montgomery
Phil ade lphia. Pennsylvani a

Koda k P ark Wo rks
Eastman Kodak Company
Roche ste r, N ew York

SEBERT SCHNEIDER
Inte rnati onal Sal t Company, I nc.
Scrant on. Pe nnsyl vani a

HARRY N. KAMPH

GEORGE J. WACHHOLZ

Business Systems Incorporated
Los Angele s, California

Minnesota M ining
St. Paul , Mi nne sota

E. W. KELLEY

LeROY WARDWELL

Macy's Kansas City
Kansas Ci ty, Missouri

Dana Warp M il l s
West brook, M aine

MORRIS KLEIN

W. J. WEMPLE

Veeder -Root, Inc.
Hart ford. Conne ct i cut

R. G. LeT ourne au, Inc.
Pe oria, Illinois

HAROLD W. LUENSTROTH

MAURICE W. WHITE

Mall i nckrodt Che mi cal Works
St. Louis. Missouri

Gri nne ll Corporati on
Warre n, Ohi o

&

T . R. HOSICK
Wi lson, Hosi ck &Company
Winston - Salem, North Carolina

Manufact uring Co.

